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MANAGED CODE
SERVICES
Looking for a safe home for your organisation’s technical
intellectual property? Managed Code Services help control
the risks associated with source code no longer under active
development by checking it in to a Trustmarque repository
attached to common maintenance services.
Whether you have an in-house app with no support, you’ve
acquired source code from a supplier, or your internal
development team have moved on to bigger and better things,
knowing that you have a responsive partner with ready access to
your source code helps you and your team concentrate on the
future rather than the past.

Why connect to Managed
Code Services?
Code assets carry an invisible
growing risk of technical debt, a
problem exacerbated when the
delivery teams managing them are
focussed elsewhere. Managed
Code Services helps you to
mitigate that risk.

Following an initial onboarding activity we will provision a
repository for your source code to help you get it checked in. We
will perform an annual health check and supply a report detailing
potential risk and remediation, alongside a menu of on-demand
maintenance services.

EXPERTISE
•

•

When you’re ready to invoke a maintenance service our existing
knowledge of your code and access to repositories enables us to
quickly and accurately quote for work.

Dedicated technology
expertise embedded
within your organisation
Proven expertise of
technology delivery
and asset management
across a range of public
and private sector
organisations

FAST RESPONSE TIMES
•
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Fast and accurate
response times
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Solution Overview:
Managed Code Services

Why Trustmarque?

Managed Code Services are provided annually, and include:
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2
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Code respository
to store your
application code.

An annual health
check and report
tracking risk
factors.

A menu of
maintenance
services ready to
be deployed ondemand.

These maintenance services cover common scenarios
encountered with legacy code management, though not all are
applicable to every type of legacy code:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reverse Engineering – where you own the IP and have
deployment assets, but no longer have code available.
Standards Rollout – establish, enforce, and roll out
conventions to make code more manageable.
Documentation – add code comments describing the role
and purpose of code elements.
Compliance – agree compliance and pattern rules, and
schedule periodic audits.
Test coverage – develop unit tests to establish a behaviour
baseline for managing future change.
Packaging – application packaging to support automated
deployments.
Performance test – identify code bottlenecks with a
repeatable performance test suite.
Monitoring – increase the level of logging across your
application to help debug live issues.
WCAG – provide an accessibility report for a web application.
Environment management – automatically create application
environments as part of deployment.

Trustmarque has a breadth and
depth of experience with public and
private sector clients in successfully
delivering and maintaining
bespoke applications and platform
customisations.
Working with Microsoft for 30 years
across a wide range of products
and services has helped us to build
an experienced and knowledgeable
team, with a unique blend of
capabilities across all aspects of
applications, business insights, and
systems management.
We simplify IT, enabling our
customers to accelerate their
organisational objectives with an
expert technology partner.

Next steps
Managed Code Services are safe home for inactive (or intermittently active) development projects. Should your
organisation wish to invest in extending your IP it can be transferred to our Innovation Labs.
Innovation Labs provide a reliable innovation delivery model with predictable costs. This service supports your
cloud journey by optimising and extending your application portfolio with cloud-native technologies.
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